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OF MUSCLES ON KNEE FLEXION THE SWING PHASE OF GAIT



DURING



Stephen J. Piazza* and Scott L. Delpt *Department of Mechanical Engineering, Northwestern University and tDepartments of Biomedical Engineering and Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation, Northwestern University, and Sensory Motor Performance Program, Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago, IL 60611, U.S.A. Abstract-Although the movement of the leg during swing phase is often compared to the unforced motion of a compound pendulum, the muscles of the leg are active during swing and presumably influence its motion. To examine the roles of muscles in determining swing phase knee flexion, we developed a muscle-actuated forwarddynamic simulation of the swing phase of normal gait. Joint angles and angular velocities at toe-off were derived from experimental measurements, as were pelvis motions and muscle excitations. Joint angles and joint inoments resulting from the simulation corresponded to experimental measurements made during normal gait. Muscular joint moments and initial joint angular velocities were altered to determine the effects of each upon peak knee flexion in swing phase. As expected, the simulation demonstrated that either increasing knee extension moment or decreasing toe-off knee flexion velocity decreased peak knee tlexion. Decreasing hip flexion moment or increasing toe-off hip flexion velocity also caused substantial decreases in peak knee flexion. The rectus femoris muscle played an important role in regulating knee flexion; removal of the rectus femoris actuator from the model resulted in hyperflexion of the knee, whereas an increase in the excitation input to the rectus femoris actuator reduced knee flexion. These findings confirm that reduced knee flexion during the swing phase (stiff-knee gait) may be caused by overactivity of the rectus femoris. The simulations also suggest that weakened hip flexors and stance phase factors that determine the angular velocities of the knee and hip at toe-off may be responsible for decreased knee flexion during swing phase. Copyright 0 1996 Elsevier Science Ltd. Keywords:



Gait; Swing phase; Knee flexion; Dynamic simulation; Rectus femoris.



The beginning of swingphaseis markedby flexion of the hip, knee,and ankle of the swinglimb that drawsthe toe up and away from the ground asthe limb movesforward. Knee flexion is especiallyimportant to toe clearance; without sufficientkneeflexion in swingphase,the toe of the swing limb will strike the ground. Gage (1990)reported that knee flexion of approximately 60” is necessary to ensuretoe clearance.Winter (1992)reported that meantoe clearanceis only 1.29cm in normal swingand that toe clearanceis particularly sensitiveto changesin knee angle. The motion of the swing leg is often likened to the unforced swingingof a compoundpendulum.The low level of activity in the leg musclesduring swing(relative to stance)supportsthis characterizationof swingphase as a ‘ballistic’ motion. In a simulation of swingphase,



a near-normalswingcould be simulatedin the absenceof moments applied to the thigh and shank segments. McGeer (1990)analyzed and built two-legged‘passive dynamic’ machineswith kneesthat are able to walk down slight slopeswithout forcesor momentsappliedto representthe actions of muscles.Although theseexamplessuggestthat the swing leg is not muscle-driven, it is reasonableto expect that musclesdo affect the motions of swing. The musclesof the leg exhibit stereotypical patternsof activity during swingand presumablygenerate forcesthat affect limb motion. Knee flexion may be influencedby musclesthat cross the knee and by muscularmomentsproduced at other joints (via dynamic coupling).For example,Perry (1987) and Kerrigan et al. (1991)have theorized that a hip flexion momentnot only flexesthe hip but alsoflexesthe kneein normal swingphase.Yamaguchiand Zajac (1990) found that hip flexion moment contributed to knee
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segmentangular velocitiesfor which toe clearancewas tion of human walking. In somepathologies,normal achievedwithout appliedforcesor momentsrepresenting knee flexion seemsto be prevented by the actions of the actionsof muscles.Mena et al. (1981)alsofound that muscles.For instance,patientswith cerebralpalsy who walk with decreasedkneeflexion in swingphase(termed stiff-knee gait) have difficulty achieving toe clearance without compensating by circumducting the hip or vaulting on the stancelimb (Sutherland and Davis, 1993).
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Stiff-kneegait is frequently attributed to the knee-extending action of spastic quadriceps-especially the rectus femoris-during swing (Perry, 1987; Sutherland et al., 123
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1990; Damron et al., 1993). However, the role of hip flexion moment (or its absence) in producing knee flexion during the swing phase of either normal of stiff-knee gait is presently unknown. The ways in which individual musclescontribute to the motionsof gait are not well known. Speculationabout the function of a muscleduring gait is often basedonly upon its activation pattern, anatomicalposition,and the concurrentmotion of the spannedjoint(s). However,previous studieshave shown that it is also important to considerlimb dynamicsin analysesof musclefunction (Hollerbach and Flash, 1982;Zajac and Gordon, 1989). Muscleshave the potential to acceleratejoints they do not cross and biarticular musclesmay produce joint accelerationsthat opposetheir joint moments;an analysisof musclefunction that ignoreslimb dynamicsdoes not allow for suchpossibilities.Information about individual musclesis difficult to obtain whenmuscleactions are modeled by moments applied to limb segments (Mena et al., 1981)or aboutjoints (Onyshko and Winter, 1980).However, an accurate dynamics simulation of swingphasein which muscleforcesare applied to the skeletonmay be usedto interpret the functional rolesof individual muscles. We therefore developeda muscle-actuated,dynamic simulationof swingphaseto test the following hypotheses:(1)musclesplay a role in producing normalflexion of the kneejoint in early swingphase;and(2) kneeflexion in early swing phasemay be inhibited by a decreasein muscularhip flexion moment. We specifically investigated the role of rectusfemoris becauseoveractivity of this muscleis thought to causestiff-kneegait. Analysisof the rectus femorisis complex becauseit potentially increaseskneeflexion through its hip flexion momentand potentially decreases kneeflexion through its kneeextensionmoment.



METHODS



A model of the lower extremity and its muscleswas developedto simulate swing phasedynamics.Experimentally derived muscleexcitations and pelvis motions wereinput to the simulation,and computationof muscle forcesand the motions of the swing limb were based upon theseinputs. Details of the formulation of the modeland of the swingphasesimulationaregivenbelow. Five segments wererepresentedin the lower extremity model:the pelvis, thigh, patella, shank, and foot of the right leg(Fig. 1).Inertial propertiesfor the thigh, shank, andfoot segments (seeAppendix) werespecifiedusingthe regressionequations of McConville et al. (1980) for a 180cm, 75kg male.Thejoints connectingthe segments permittedmotionsin only the sagittalplane.The hip and ankle joints were modeledas frictionlessrevolutes,but the kneejoint modelincludedboth the rolling andsliding of the femoral condyles on the tibia1 plateau and the patellofemoralkinematics(both of which dependedonly upon knee flexion angle), as describedby Delp et al. (1990).Translation and tilt of the pelvis wereprescribed



throughout the simulation,leavingonly three degreesof freedom:flexionextension of the hip, knee, and ankle. Forcesrepresentingmuscleforceswere appliedto the segmentsthroughout simulation of the swing phase. Eachmuscle(andits tendon)wasmodeledby an actuator that wascharacterizedby four uniqueparameters:optimumfiber length I,, maximumisometricforce F,, pennation angle,and tendon slack length (Zajac, 1989).The valuesusedfor theseparametersand for the coordinates of muscleattachmentsiteson the segments were defined by Delp et al. (1990).All muscleswereassumedto obey the same normalized force-velocity and force-length curves, and all muscleswere assumedto have a maximum shortening velocity of lo& s-i, as suggestedby Zajac (1989)for musclesof mixed fiber type. The passive tensionproducedby each musculotendonactuator was determinedby an exponentialforce-length curve which specifiedthat passivetension was generatedwhen the actuator’smusclefiberswerestretchedbeyond1,and that passiveforce equalto F, wasdevelopedwhenfiberswere stretchedto 1.51,. The input to eachmusculotendonactuator wasa timevarying ‘neural excitation’ signal, u(t), that determined muscleactivation, a(t), via first-order activation dynamics(Zajac, 1989): da z = (u - a)(k1u + u



(1)



where the activation and deactivation time constants weredeterminedby 1 7 act =



k,



(21



and 1 7deact



= -. k2



(3)



The activation timeconstant,7ac,, waschosento be 12ms (Zajac, 1989)and the deactivation time constant, rdeact, waschosento be twice the value of the activation time constant,or 24 ms.The value of r&actwaschosenarbitrarily, but the simulationwasnot sensitiveto this choice; doublingor halving the value of r&acthad very little effect on simulationoutput. The formulation of a Hill-type model (Schutte, 1992) was used to representmusculotendoncontraction dynamics.The equation governing contraction dynamics wasof the form (4) where &,,is musclefiber length, Z,,,$ is the total length of the musculotendonactuator, andf, is the force-velocity relation.Thus, the time derivative of the fiber length(the fiber velocity) was found by first calculating the fiber force given the fiber length, musculotendonlength, and activation, and then inverting the force-velocity curve. Angle-dependentmomentsrepresentedthe effects of nonmuscularstructuresthat crossthe simulatedhip and knee. Specifically, a hip flexion moment was applied
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PATELIA



Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the lower extremity model. All motions of the’model were constrained to the sagittal plane. The model included 11 muscles: (1) iliacus, (2) psoas, (3) gluteus maximus, (4) rectus femoris, (5) adductor longus, (6) combined hamstrings muscles, (7) short head of biceps femoris, (8) combined vasti muscles, (9) gastrocnemius, (10) soleus, (11) pretibial group: combined tibialis anterior, extensor hallicus longus, and extensor digitorum longus, and (12) tibialis posterior. Muscle geometry is distorted for purposes of illustration. Inset: Hip angle was defined as the angle between the long axis of the thigh and the perpendicular of the line connecting the ASIS and PSIS. Knee angle was defined as the supplement of the angle formed by the long axes of the thigh and shank. Ankle angle was given by the angle formed by the long axis of the shank and the line perpendicular to the plantar surface of the foot. Anterior pelvic tilt, hip flexion, knee flexion, and ankle dorsiflexion each corresponded to a positive joint angle.



during initial swingwhenthe hip wasmostextended,and a kneeflexion momentwasappliedduring late swingas the knee reachedfull extension.These momentswere assumedto be exponentialfunctions of joint angle:



shipsrepresentingthe momentsgeneratedby uniarticular musclesand nonmusculartissuesthat werederivedby fitting double-exponentialcurves to measurements reported by Hatze (1976).Our hip and kneemomentrelations werederived by fitting single-exponentialrelations hip: M~“(CIn) to the curvesof Audu and Davy with the passiveuniartitular musclemomentssubtracted.However, we found Bn< 20”, = Xlexp[ - O.lll(8u + 9.9611, that deriving MHNMin this fashionresultedin total (musOH > 200, t5) cular and nonmuscular)hip flexion momentsthat were 0 much larger than those measuredduring normal gait knee: MiM (0,) (Winter, 1991);for this reasonwe scaledMfl” to 75% of the value reported by Audu and Davy (1985). 30.2exp [ - 0.207(& - 0.030)], BK< 30”, = We usedthe musculoskeletalmodel to simulatethe 8, > 30”, @) 0 swingphase(Fig. 2). The excitation inputs to the simulawherethe nonmuscularhip and kneemomentsMzM and tion werederivedfrom the averagedintramuscularEMG asa percentageof maximumEMG) collected MgM are in N m, and the hip and kneeangles,OHand OK, (expressed arein degrees.Audu and Davy (1985)proposedrelation- by Perry (1992)during normal gait. Theseexperimental
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Fig. 2. Block diagram for the simulation of swing phase. Muscle activations were determined from muscle excitation inputs (approximated by EMG). The force generated by each musculotendon actuator was a function of its activation, length, and velocity. Total applied joint moments were calculated by multiplying muscular forces by moment arms and adding the angle-dependent non-muscular moments. The equations of motion were integrated in time to determine the kinematic output of the simulation. Hip joint center translation and pelvic tilt were prescribed from measured gait analysis data. Values for initial joint angles and angular velocities were also derived from experimental measurements.



EMG data werereportedasfunctionsof the gait cycle; to obtain excitations as functions of time, we assumedthe duration of normal swingto be 0.42s (Perry, 1992). The excitation signalsusedas input to the simulation were determinedby approximating step functions to the experimentalEMG measurements (Fig. 3); the useof step functions madeit possibleto vary the excitation inputs by varying at most three parameters(height,width, and time of onset). Motions of the pelviswere prescribedthroughout the simulationasfunctionsof time basedupon experimental data. We measuredthe gait kinematicsof ten healthy subjects(agerange= 6.9-24.7yr; mean= 12.6yr) using a Vicon (Oxford Metrics; Oxford, England) motion measurement system.A fifth-order polynomial wasfit to the meanof the measuredpelvic tilt angleand wasused



to prescribepelvic tilt for the simulation,This function is given by O,(t) = 9.58+ 5.32t - 19.6t2+ 358t3- 1290t4+ 1210t’ (7) where the units of t&.(t) are degrees and t, the time elapsed



after toe-off, is in seconds.The values prescribedfor toe-offjoint anglesand angularvelocities(Table 1) were also calculatedfrom measurements of normal gait for this subject pool. The horizontal (x) and vertical (y) displacements of the pelviswerealsoprescribedasfunctions of time. Thesefunctions were derived by fitting linear and sine functions to averagedmeasurements of the hip centertrajectory madefor a group of six healthy adult subjects (age range= 18-31yr; mean= 24 yr;
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Fig. 3. Excitation signals, u(t), input to the musculotendon actuators. Simulation inputs (solid lines) are step function approximations to the intramuscular EMG data (dashed lines) reported by Perry (1992). No excitation input was provided for soleus, gastrocnemius, or tibialis posterior. For actuators that represent combined muscles (hamstrings, vasti, and pretibial group), experimental EMG is shown for all of the constituent muscles. The iliacus and psoas actuators received the same excitation input. The thick dashed line shown for rectus femoris corresponds to the simulation performed with increased rectus femoris excitation.



The simulationwasimplementedon a SiliconGraphics (Mountain View, CA) workstation using two dynamic Mean angle or angusimulationsoftwarepackages:DynamicsPipeline(Muslar velocity Standard deviation culoGrapbics,Inc.; Evanston,IL) andSD/FAST (Symbolic Parameter (deg or deg s-l) (deg or deg s-l) Dynamics,Inc.; Mountain View, CA). The equationsof Hip flexion angle - 1.2* 1.5 motionfor the modelwereintegratedforwardin time using Knee flexion angle 39.5 10.2 SD/FAST, which employsa variable time step method Ankle dorsiflexion basedon a fourth-order Runge-Kutta-Merson step. angle - 8.8+ 4.5 We performed a ‘one-at-a-time’ factorial analysis Hip flexion velocity 182 46 Knee flexion velocity 322 42 (Hogg and Ledolter, 1987)to determinethe capability of Ankle dorsiflexion eachof thejoint momentsand initial angularvelocitiesto velocity - 109+ 106 diminishpeak knee flexion in swing.Eachjoint angular velocity was varied from its normal swing simulation *Negative hip angle indicates extension. value by two standard deviations (Table 1). Muscular ‘Negative ankle angle indicates plantarllexion; negative ankle dorsiflexion velocity indicates that the ankle is plantartlexing at joint momentsequalto twice the joint momentstandard toe-off. deviation were addedto or subtractedfrom the normal simulationjoint moment at each time step during the simulation.The standarddeviationsof the muscularjoint height range= 172-185cm; mean= 179cm), and are momentswereapproximatedby averagingthe standard given by deviationscalculatedby Winter (1991)over the duration x(t) = l.l7t, (8) of the swingphase.The changein peak kneeflexion and the changein minimum toe height that resultedfrom y(t) = 0.026sin(8.4t- O.OSO), (9) each altered joint moment and initial angular velocity where x(t) and y(t) are expressedin meters. were determined. Table 1. Measured joint angles and angular velocities at toe-off.
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A simulation of swing phase was performed with the rectus femoris actuator removed from the model, and another simulation was performed with a prolonged and exaggeratedexcitation input to the rectus femoris actuator. The purpose of these simulations was to clarify the role of the rectusfemorisin producingnormal knee flexion. For the latter simulation, the excitation input to the rectusfemorisactuator continuedthroughout the swing phase at 30% of its maximum



level (as



opposedto 0.03s and 5% for the normal simulation;see Fig. 3). The equationsof motion of the swingleg systemwere usedto assess which factors contribute to angularacceleration at the knee.A Lagrangianformulation was used to derive the equations of motion after a frictionless revolute wassubstitutedfor the kneejoint. The equations wereexpressedin matrix form:



[1 MH



+G+



-MK



,



(10)



MA



where OH, &, and #A are the joint angles; MH, MK, and MA are the joint moments applied to the model by



musculotendon actuators and non-muscular joint springs;x and y are the horizontal and vertical displacementsof the pelvis relative to a ground-fixed reference frame;and the matricesM, C, V, P, and G dependupon joint anglesand inertial parameters(seethe appendixfor a full account of the componentsof thesematrices). The massmatrix M wasfound to befull rank and thus invertible throughout the simulation. Premultiplying both sidesof equation (10)by M-’ gives
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Fig. 4. Hip (A), knee (B), and ankle (C) angles versus percent of swing. Solid curves represent simulation output; dashed curves with shading represent measured mean joint angles plus and minus one standard deviation for normal swing.



MA



Usingequation(1l), the joint angular accelerationsof the hip, knee, and ankle were separatedinto four component accelerationsthat were causedby (1) combined Coriolis and centrifugaleffects,(2) pelvis translation, (3) gravity, and(4) muscles. Eachterm on the right-hand side of equation (11)was calculatedat each time step using the kinematic output (joint angles and joint angular velocities)and the history of muscle-applied momentsfor the simulation of normal swing phase.The muscle-related accelerationterm [on the far right in equation(1l)] wasdivided first into joint angular accelerationscaused by each muscularjoint moment and further into joint angularaccelerationscausedby individual muscles.



RESULTS



Thejoint angletrajectoriesproducedby the simulation approximatedour experimentalmeasurements madefor normal gait (Fig. 4). The simulatedknee flexed to 57” following toe-off and the simulated toe cleared the ground.In late swing,however,our simulationexhibited an excessof ankle dorsiflexion. Factorial analysisrevealedthat a large decrease in hip flexion momentproduceda substantialreductionin peak knee flexion (Fig. 5). Increasingkneeextensionmoment and decreasinginitial kneeangularvelocity eachhad the expectedeffect of decreasingpeak knee flexion. An increasein hip flexion velocity at toe-off also decreased
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gait. Changesin initial ankle velocity and ankle moment alsoaffectedpeak knee flexion, but to a lesserextent. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Rectusfemoris was found to play an important role in regulatingkneeflexion during swingphase.A simulation of swing performed with the rectus femoris actuator removed resulted in excessiveknee flexion, suggesting that the knee-extendingaction of the rectus femorisin early swingis important for normal kneeflexion (Fig. 6). Conversely,overactivity in rectusfemorisinhibited knee increased hip flexion velocity flexion in the simulation; an increasein the excitation input to the rectusfemorisactuator causeda decreasein decreased ankle plantarflexion velocity knee flexion. In early swing the musclesacted to brake the rapid decreased ankle dorsiflexion moment toe-off knee flexion velocity; the net muscle-inducedacceleration of the knee during this period was in the Fig. 5. Decrease in peak knee flexion corresponding to a twoextensiondirection. The rectusfemorisactuator producstandard-deviation change in each muscular joint moment and ed a knee extension accelerationprior to peak knee toe-off joint angular velocity. flexion, as did the passivevasti actuator (though the vasti-inducedaccelerationwasonly 50% of the accelerknee flexion in swing phase. Specifically,a two-standard- ation inducedby rectusfemorison average).Kneeflexion deviation change(in the direction indicated in Fig. 5) in accelerationin early swing was produced by the acthe kneeextensionmoment,initial kneeflexion velocity, tuators representinghip flexors, the bicepsfemoris(short hip flexion moment, and initial hip flexion velocity de- head), the pretibial group, and the nonmuscularhip creasedpeakkneeflexion by 6.6,5.4,4.1,and 3.2”, respec- flexion moment [equation (5)]. Gravitational, coriolis, tively. Thesechangeswereconsideredimportant because and centrifugal forces collectively causeda knee extenthey were accompaniedby decreasesin minimum toe sion accelerationthroughout the swing. We unexpectedlyfound that the gastrocnemius muscle height of 2.92,1.29,1.33,and 1.72cm, respectively;all of accelerationbetween25 and which are at leastas large as the 1.29cm averagemin- produceda knee extension imumtoe clearancereportedby Winter (1992)for normal 60% of swing while simultaneouslyproducing a knee decrease
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Fig. 6. Knee angle versus time for simulations performed with the rectus femoris (RF) actuator removed and with increased and extended excitation of the rectus femoris. The dashed curve with shading represents measured mean joint angle plus and minus one standard deviation for normal swing. The solid curve within the shaded arearepresents the kneeanglefor a simulationperformed with all musculotendon actuators



intactandsupplied withnormalexcitations. Removalof therectusfemorisbothprolonged andexaggerated knee flexion; increased rectus femoris activity decreased knee flexion.
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Jlexion moment.Though the gastrocnemius was not ac-



tive, it generatedforce during the simulationwhenit was passivelystretched.Other biarticular actuatorsproduced accelerationsopposite in direction to their joint moments:the hamstringsproduced a hip flexion acceleration in mid-swingand rectus femoris produced a hip extensionaccelerationin early swing.



DISCUSSION



In this study, a muscle-actuated,dynamic simulation was developed to analyze how muscleactions affect flexion of the knee during the early part of the swing phaseof normal gait, We found that normal kneeflexion is determinedby a large knee flexion velocity at toe-off which is temperedby the knee-extendingaction of the rectusfemorisand vasti muscles.Lack of muscularhip Aexionmomentwasfound to inhibit kneeflexion in early swing. The inputs and outputs of our simulationapproximated data reported in the literature. The initial joint anglesusedin the simulationwere similar to those reported by Kadaba et al. (1990)at 62% of the gait cycle. Simulation joint angles(Fig. 4) compare favorably to data reported by Kadaba et al. (1990)and Perry (1992). Wejudgedexcessiveankledorsiflexionand hip flexion in late swing to be tolerable becausewe were more concernedwith accuratelymodelingearly swing(the time of peak kneeflexion). The sumof joint momentsproduced by musclesand nonmuscularjoint springsin the simulation were similar to the swing phasejoint moments reportedby Winter (1991),who usedan inverse-dynamic formulation to calculatemuscularjoint momentsfrom measuredjoint angular kinematics(Fig. 7). We tried to baseour simulation on experimentally derived data whereverpossible.Unfortunately, practical considerationsdictated that we could not obtain all the experimentaldata we neededfrom a singlesource.We drew simulationparametersand input data from several sourcesin the literature aswell asfrom our own measurements.Initial conditions for the simulationwere determined using data collected from a subject pool that included children over age seven;we believe that the inclusionof children’sdata wasjustified by the finding of Sutherland et al. (1980) that an adult gait pattern is attained by age seven. However, it was necessaryto measurepelvis translation in a different pool of adult subjectsbecausewe expectedthesedata to be smallerin children. By modelingthe motions of only the swing leg, we have neglectedto modelexplicitly the motionsand muscularforcesproducedin other parts of the body. Mochon and McMahon (1980)found that inclusionof the stance limb was necessaryto achieve times of swing that approximated experimentalmeasurements. However, the influencesof suchfactors upon the motionsof the swing leg werepresumablyaccountedfor in the presentmodel by the prescribedpelvistranslation [the third term from the right in equation (1111.



Fig.7. Muscularhip (A), knee(B), and ankle(C) moments versuspercentof swing.Solidcurvesrepresent simulation output; dashed curveswith shading represent meanmuscular joint moments plusandminusonestandarddeviationascalculated by Winter (1991)for the normalswing,basedon an inversedynamicformulation.The abruptchanges in the hip andknee moments at approximately65% of swingare causedby the hamstrings actuatorbecoming activeat that time. The one-at-a-timefactorial analysisthat wasemployed neglectsthe effectsof combinedvariation amongthe factors. A more elaborateanalysiswould entail the covariation of all three initial joint angular velocitiesand all threejoint moments.Suchan analysiswould requirethat 729 (36) simulationsbe run, as opposedto 13 (2.6+ 1) simulationsfor the one-at-a-timeapproach. However, a full factorial analysiswould be helptil for understanding how factors combineto a&t peak knee flexion. Our conclusionthat the actionsof muselesare necessary to check the large knee flexion velocity normally



The influence of muscles on knee flexion during the swing phase of gait Table 2. Comparison of knee flexion velocities at toe-off.



Source Mena et al. (1981) Kadaba et al. (1990) Present study Mochon and McMahon (1980)*



Initial knee flexion velocity (degs-r) 237 327 322 16&286



*Approximate range for which Mochon and McMahon (1980) reported that ‘ballistic’ swing is possible.



presentin early swing(Fig. 7) is consistentwith the findings of those who have analyzed above-kneeprosthetic gait. Menkveld et al. (1981)andHicks et al. (1985)found that the kneeextensionmomentgeneratedby a damped knee component is necessaryto prevent excessiveknee flexion. This conclusioncontradictsthe findingsof Mena et al. (1981) who suggestedthat normal swing phase could be simulated in the absenceof muscular knee moment.A comparisonof toe-off knee flexion velocities (Table2) explainsthis apparentcontradiction.The initial knee flexion velocity usedby Mena et al. (1981)is substantially smallerthan either the slopeat 62% of the gait cycle of the averagedknee angleversustime curve reported by Kadaba et al. (1990)or the meantoe-off velocity measuredin the presentstudy (237”s-l versus327 or 322”s-l). Mochon and McMahon (1980)found that swingcould occur without muscularmomentsonly over a range of initial knee flexion velocities that excludes both of the valuesmeasuredfor normal gait; this further supportsthe conclusionthat muscularaction isnecessary to affect a normal knee flexion pattern in most normal subjects.It is possiblethat the useof musclesto restrain kneeflexion in early swingis not neededif toe-off knee flexion velocity is reduced,as occurs in slow walking. Murray et al. (1984)found that both rectus femoris activity and toe-off kneeflexion velocity (estimatedfrom the slopeof the reported mean knee angle trajectory) decreasedwith walking speed,though peakkneeflexion in swingdid not. Patientswho walk with stiff-kneegait have beenfound to walk at low speeds(Kerrigan et al., 1991) but are, perhaps.unable to duplicate the reduction in toe-off rectusfermoris activity that appearsin the slow gait of unimpairedsubjects. Thosewho have attemptedto identify the biomechanical determinantsof stiff-kneegait have often cited only spasticity of the quadricepsduring swing as the cause (Sutherlandet al., 1990;Damron et al., 1993). We agree that the lack of swingphasekneeflexion associatedwith stiff-knee gait might be causedby an increasedknee extension moment that would accompany overactive quadriceps.The results of the presentstudy, however, suggestthat altered knee and hip flexion velocities at toe-off and decreasedhip flexion momentmay alsocontribute to decreased kneeflexion (Fig. 5).Thus,the determinantsof the toe-off kneeand hip angularvelocitiesand
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weakenedhip flexorsare alsopossiblecausesof stiff-knee gait. Our finding that the gastrocnemius acts to extend the kneein swingwasunexpectedbecausethe gastrocnemius passes posteriorto the knee.Knee extensionacceleration by a musclethat producesa kneetlexion momentis made possibleby the couplednature of the systemdynamics (Zajac andGordon, 1989).Gastrocnemiusis a biarticular musclethat producesa knee flexion moment and an ankle plantarflexion moment. Thesemomentsproduce opposing accelerationsof the knee joint: knee flexion momentacceleratesthe knee in flexion and ankle plantarflexion moment acceleratesthe knee in extension.If the latter accelerationis larger than the former, a net kneeextensionaccelerationresults.The direction of the gastrocnemius-induced accelerationat the kneeis determinedby the musclemomentarm at eachjoint and the componentsof the inverseof the inertia matrix [M- 1in equation (ll)], which transformsjoint momentsinto joint angular accelerations. The actionsof an individual muscleare often inferred from EMG recordingsand from the momentsgenerated by the muscle.We haveconcludedfrom the resultsof our muscle-actuatedsimulationsthat an accurateassessment of thefunction of a muscleat a particular time during gait must account for the force-generatingpropertiesof the muscle,the musculoskeletalgeometry,and the coupled nature of the systemdynamics.Although we have focusedon normal gait in this study, characterizing the accelerationscausedby musclesduring walking may also behelpful for understandingwhich musclescontribute to abnormalgait and for planningsurgicalproceduresthat alter the actionsof musclesto correct pathologicalgait. Acknowledgements-We are grateful to Carolyn Moore, Claudia Kelp-Lenane, Tony Weyers, and Steve Vankoski of the Gait Analysis Laboratory at Children’s Memorial Hospital in Chicago for providing us with gait data. We would also like to thank Abraham Komattu and Peter Loan for assistance with the computer implementation of the simulation, Lisa Schutte for discussions regarding the formulation of the muscle model, and MusculoGraphics, Inc. for its donation of musculoskeletal modeling software. This work was supported by NSF Grant BCS-9257229. REFERENCES
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The influence of muscles on knee flexion during the swing phase of gait The constants Ct-Cl2 depend on the inertial parameters of the segments and are given by Cl = m&
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Table Al. Segment inertial parameters Parameter



Symbol



IF,



C5 = msds + m&, C, = m&,



The hip flexion angle is represented by 0,. The adjusted knee and ankle flexion aneles are defined bv: 8, = - 0, and f?, = 0., + 36.5”; adjustments to 0x and 0, (which were defined to reflect commonly used clinical measures) were performed to write the equations more concisely. The acceleration due to gravity is given by g and the inertial parameters of the segments are given in Table Al.



Value 9.74 kg 3.86 kg 0.99 kg



+ d:) + Is + IF,



C, =m&+
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Moments of inertia (I,,)



0.167 kgmZ 0.060 kgm* 0.005 kg mz



Lengths Distances from proximal end to center of mass



0.40 m 0.43 m d-r 4 4



0.20 m 0.15 m 0.08 m



Because all pelvis motions were prescribed, the values assigned for the pelvis inertial parameters did not influence the simulation. Mass and moment of inertia were estimated for the patella (0.025 kg and 0.005 kgm’, respectively). The simulation was not sensitive to these values; kinematic output was similar when these estimates were either increased or decreased fivefold.
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